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Pratik Sinha founder of ALT news is trained comrade! He is working on Communist

agenda!

Thread

How many fact check he has done about any left party?No he won’t do it!

He will do fact check of Congress and few other non Left parties just to tell the

world that he is unbiased!

Mukul Sinha, father of Pratik Sinha was Comrade and her mother is also comrade. They were active member of left parties!

Mukul Sinha tried to pleased Musl!ms after 2002 Riots with his fake evidence for huge donation from Musl!m Countries.
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Mukul Sinha contested Gujarat Assembly elections in 2007 from a Muslim-dominated seat Shahpur in Ahemdabad, but got

just 255 (0.44%) votes, losing his deposit. ■■

In 2012, Sinha contested as an independent candidate from Sabarmati in Ahemdabad, and lost again, securing just 1860

(1.23%) votes!■■

As per affidavit in 2007 he had total movable asset of Rs.23,82,309

But shockingly In 2012 he had huge hike in movable assets! He has Rs.1,08,65,799 movable assets as per affidavit.

(this information are available in affidavit. This is not privet information)



Please note that this is just white money. They have crores of rupees of black money which they have used via their NGO!

He sent his son Pratik Sinha to Vietnam for studies, and you know what? Vietnam is communist country! Basically he was

there to learn courses in Marxism-Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology and communist sciences, but officially he has joined

engineering!

After complete his training in in Marxism-Leninism and Ho Chi Minh ideology.

He came to Guajrat and started a website and Facebook page ‘Truth of Gujarat’ but it doesn’t have any truth in it! This

website was full of propaganda lies and fake documents!

Do you remember Una Issue in 2016? Where several Dalit were assaulted by few people. In culprit names there was one

Musl!m too, but Pratik Sinha and his mother with Jignesh Mevani were instigated all Dalit community in 2016. They have

started #ChaloUna march to instigate Dalits.

List of his work as a comrade is very long!

But Irony is that he claims that Alt news is unbiased, but actually he is a trained comrade!
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